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ABSTRACT
Social media are increasingly becoming a source for event-based early warning systems in the sense that they
can help to detect natural disasters and support crisis management during or after disasters.
In this work-in-progress paper we study the problems of analyzing multilingual twitter feeds for emergency
events. The present work focuses on English as “lingua franca” and on under-resourced Mediterranean
languages in endangered zones, particularly Turkey, Greece, and Romania Generally, as local civil protection
authorities and the population are likely to respond in their native language. We investigated ten earthquake
events and defined four language-specific classifiers that can be used to detect earthquakes by filtering out
irrelevant messages that do not relate to the event. The final goal is to extend this work to more Mediterranean
languages and to classify and extract relevant information from tweets, translating the main keywords into
English.
Preliminary results indicate that such a filter has the potential to confirm forecast parameters of tsunami
affecting coastal areas where no tide gauges exist and could be integrated into seismographic sensor networks.
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INTRODUCTION
Emergency information processing of social media can contribute effectively to identify regions affected by
natural hazards such as earthquakes or tsunami, given that the feeds are real-time and often contain location
information (ca. 12% with exact coordinates; ca. 50% city or state derived from the user profile). Due to the
massive growth of Twitter data and its increasing number of users, it is however, a challenge to access and
interpret the stream of data efficiently. Within the last years, there have been major achievements to make use of
such “weak” human sensors as a complement to seismic sensors in some early warning systems (see Sakaki,
2010, Guy, 2010), focusing on English and Japanese. At present, there is no similar alerting system for the
Mediterranean region. We try to fill this gap within the European TRIDEC project (www.tridec-online.eu) by
adapting state of the art algorithms to the common Twitter languages in the endangered zones.
Social media often play a crucial role in disaster management during and after the crisis: citizens generally use
Twitter postings or SMS messages to report emergencies. In this case, the information contained in them might
be relevant for crisis management (relief and medical care for those affected, repair of broken infrastructure), so
that there is a strong need to classify, cluster and extract such information effectively from large-scale noisy and
unstructured data. As the messages are very short (max. 140 characters), NLP analysis is particularly difficult.
A number of text mining tools have been applied to recognize tactical, actionable information in tweets (Verma,
2011), to find messages that contain real-world or real-event information (Becker, 2011; Naaman ,2011), or to
extract Named Entities (Neubig, 2011) or other news content (Sankaranarayanan, 2009) for one single language
(mostly Japanese or English).
In some cases, though, it is crucial to cross language boundaries. For instance, when the epicenter is near the
border of a country (e.g., Western Turkey and Greece), or when a twitter user reports an event in his/her native
language (e.g., Romanian) that needs to be translated into a different language (e.g. English, German, Spanish).
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Therefore, our long-term goal within TRIDEC is to support the access to relevant information across languages,
focusing on the translation of under-resourced Mediterranean languages like Turkish/Greek/Romanian into
English.
The multilingual nature of the blogosphere has been a major hindrance during the Haitian earthquake, where
reports ranged from Japanese, to English and Spanish. Caragea (2011)’s work is one of the few that deals with
multilinguality, classifying either English or Spanish messages into one of 10 emergency classes.
For the same event, a Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) System has been built that supports crisis
management for Haitian Creole (Lewis, 2010) and profits from crowdsourced human translations (Munro,
2010). From the author’s experience, a “codebook” is established that would enable and support the
development of an SMT system for other less-resourced languages in short time and which could be integrated
into an instant messaging system like twitter – provided, however, that a minimum of domain-specific bilingual
parallel or comparable corpora and/or terminologies are available (Lewis et al., 2011). The need for rapid
translation to aid the relief efforts has also come up during the tsunami event in Japan (Neubig et al., 2011).

EMERGENCY EVENTS
The most recent earthquakes with a magnitude > 4 in the Mediterranean shown in Fig. 1 (See map offered by
EMSC - European Mediterranean Seismological Centre) took place in regions for which few language resources
exist. These are, in descending order, Greek, Hungarian, Bulgarian, Croatian, Bosnian, Albanian, Slovenian,
Slovak, Turkish, Romanian, and Serbian (cf. http://matrix.statmt.org/resources/matrix?set=euro_all).

Figure 1. Recent earthquake events (2011) around the Mediterranean

Most earthquakes were felt across national borders. While some events caused severe damage, e.g. the
earthquake of Van, Turkey, for others no damage or injuries were reported (e.g. Romania).
Although the seismic system in the Mediterranean is quite dense and, in general, earthquakes can be accurately
located and quantified, in the case of a tsunami, the network of tide gauges is quite sparse, and a human-sensorbased system can help to confirm forecast parameters of a tsunami (estimated arrival time and wave height)
affecting coastal areas where no tide gauges exist.
Moreover, in the case of earthquakes, it generally takes less time to confirm such an event (less than 1 min.) as
opposed to the official verification by Earthquake or Tsunami Early Warning Systems (5-15 min.).
The EMSC has implemented a response system for people who experienced the earthquake. Results of the
survey along with statistics show that in each country responses are given in a variety of languages.

TASK: EARTHQUAKE DETECTION IN THE MEDITERRANEAN
Goal:
Our goal is to test if it is possible to detect an earthquake by observing a rapid increase in twitter messages
around the Mediterranean. We therefore investigate the number of tweets before and after such an event, trying
to filter out spam messages automatically. Our hypothesis is that only features that pertain to the native language
of the area where the earthquake is felt are good indicators, ignoring, e.g., relevant English messages.
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Related Work:
In related studies (Sakaki et al., 2010) it has been shown that earthquakes can be detected reliably provided there
are a large number of twitter users. The authors found out that the accuracy of prediction is increased by
semantic analysis which tries to classify tweets that refer to an actual earthquake occurrence. This is achieved by
devising a SVM-based classifier based on statistical and linguistic features with an F-measure of ca. 73%.
Experiment:
We implemented and tested a number of language-specific earthquake detection classifiers for this task.
As a first common filter prior to classification, we defined a keyword-based query using the twitter streaming
API. The keywords are translation equivalents or synonyms of “earthquake”, “earth” and “shake” in a variety of
languages. This way, only a small portion of twitter messages, i.e. about 0.1% of the whole amount of daily
tweets (e.g. 200 thousand of a total of 200 Million, in 2011), is delivered (cf. Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Throughput in tweets/minute

The average throughput of tweets per minute is different for each language. For the languages considered in our
study we can observe that (in a normal case) the English language is predominant. English tweets have a share
of 98% as opposed to Greek, Turkish and Romanian with less than 2%.
After the first filtering step, we applied a second filter (which is more dynamic and subject to modification in
this preparatory phase) and then classified and analyzed the remaining data as follows:


Eliminate re-tweets, tweets of certain @Users and #topics



Classify tweets by language (e.g., “tr”, “el”, “en”, “sl”)
o

Apply language-specific tokenizers

o

Eliminate language-specific high-frequency words (stopword list)

o
o

Normalization of embedded links
Compute frequency of all remaining words

We reused existing language-specific tools whenever possible. A tokenizer has been implemented to parse nonformalized input, so that special symbols (e.g. emoticons) can be identified correctly. We experimented with
two classification methods, a knowledge-engineering (KB) and a Machine Learning (ML) approach using



Classification by regular expressions
Classification by Naïve Bayes

Dataset:
For our training set, we harvested real-time tweets by establishing a continuous streaming connection to twitter
between 09/01/2012 and 15/01/2012 with a list of multilingual keywords related to “earthquake”. We also
specified that those messages tagged with a geo-location should be in a bounding box that corresponds to the
investigated areas. There were 10 earthquake events at a magnitude greater 4 during that time period (cf.
ESCM) for which we gathered approx. 1000 tweets for training. By manually inspecting these tweets and
classifying them as positive or negative, we found out that, on average ca. 55% of the messages were relevant
(see Fig. 4). While in an empirical investigation on recent Japanese earthquakes, a strong correlation between
the frequency of English and Japanese tweets could even be observed (Collier, 2011), this is different in our
scenario, because we do not require that tweets are geolabeled to the restricted area only.
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For our training set, we over sampled the “observed earthquake” event, in order to be able to handle the skewed
class distribution (as the proportion of non-earthquakes events is extremely large).
Events

Positive Samples (Relevant)

Negative Samples

Earthquakes in Turkey

287 (tu)

153 (tu)

Earthquakes in Greece

152 (el)

230 (el)

Earthquakes in Romania

121 (ro)

117 (ro)

Figure 3. Training set of positive and negative tweets

A further set of more than 250 positively categorized messages from reported earthquake events from EMSC
(http://www.emsc-csem.org/Earthquake/Testimonies/) has been added to our training set, as it is similar in
style and register. Most testimonies have been assembled for English (80%), following Greek (10%),
Romanian (10%) and Turkish (5%).

Methodology:
We assume that in the stream of posted tweets all items are independent of each other. We use a combination of
two different binary classification methods which have different strengths and weaknesses. Both are trained and
tested language-specifically so that the characteristics of each language are accounted for.
Classification by Regular Expressions
This classification method is based on expert knowledge which was acquired manually by inspecting the
training data. It performs well, whenever a clear decision is possible. The sequence of words in the tweet is
thereby preserved and can be exploited for analysis. For instance, certain lexemes like σεισμός (el) or titremek (tr)
(engl. “shake”) tend to be used in a variety of contexts that are not necessarily related to the topic “earthquake”.
In order to avoid too many false hits, it is required that the tweet matches a (filter of) regular expressions; e.g.
σεισμός AND γη (engl. “earth”). In contrast to the first filter defined on the streaming API, we have a greater
flexibility at this stage, as regular expressions of arbitrary complexity can be defined.
Classification by Naïve Bayes
We chose a robust NB classifier based on a simple bag of word model which can be computed in advance from
our training data. In this model, word ordering is ignored and only the word occurrences are counted. Because of
scarcity of data, we use a unigram model and refrain from building more complex n-grams at this stage. In
contrast to decision trees (i.e., based on regular expressions), the strength of the classification method is that
many “subtle” factors can be taken into account to make the classification. For instance, the fact that in most
cases sentiment adjectives (e.g., funny), smiley icons or re-tweets tend to be classified as non-relevant.
Results:
For testing, we used a second set of twitter messages related to the following observed earthquakes. The result is
best for the official language and worst for the English language (see Fig.4):
Event

Country

Observed

..in Turkey

Time and Location of Event

Accuracy (of classifiers)
en

Date Time 2012-01-14 05:52:32.0 UTC

ro

el

tu

31%

-

-

68%

54%

-

63%

-

27%

83%

-

-

Location40.08 N ; 38.35 E

Earthquake
..in Greece

Date time 2012-01-09 09:39:29.0 UTC
Location 36.40 N ; 25.51 E

..in Romania

Date time 2012-01-07 05:43:25.0 UTC
Location 45.70 N ; 21.19 E

Figure 4. Test result for different classifiers

While it is quite obvious that language-specific classifiers are needed for the task, it is an open question, if
English twitter messages help to resolve this issue, or if they even blur the distinction (earthquake-related or
not). When the aim is to detect an earthquake for a certain region, classification of English tweets is a more
difficult task (referring to earthquakes around the whole world), so that such a classification is prone to error.
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We also looked at the number of tweets classified as relevant in the time frame before and after the earthquake.
In all three events, we could observe a peak in the stream after the specified time (until 6 hours later) but as the
earthquakes were not felt that intensively (with the given magnitude of 3-4), the increase was not dramatic.

CONCLUSION
So far we defined three classifiers for Romanian, Greek and Turkish to label twitter messages as relevant or not,
which is a prerequisite for the detection of earthquakes or a tsunami in the Mediterranean. Despite of the limited
set of training data, the classifiers performed above random choice. In the course of the project, we will
elaborate on our baseline classifiers and experiment on the impact of certain features (e.g. hashtags, re-tweets).
We plan to integrate a component for identifying Named Entities which ground the event in time and space.
We also plan to use twitter analysis for Crisis Management. For this task, multiple-class classifiers are needed
which can identify the topic of the tweet and extract specific information. To this end, a multilingual corpus of
Twitter messages related to crises is being assembled, and domain-specific language resources like multilingual
terminology lists or language-specific Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools are built up to cross the
language barrier, particularly to support the automatic translation of tweets into English.
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